country industrialized and grew, policies were adapted and formed to "help" maintain our competitiveness and productive advantage. Today we find ourselves scrambling once again for yet another new policy, one that will miraculously solve all, or at least most, of our economic and industrial headaches.
There are three main paradigms that are the basis for the industrial policies throughout the world: institutionalism, Marxism, and free-enterprise. Of the three, two have been widely and intensively implemented and both of them have dismally failed. Institutionalism and Marxism either are, or have been, attempted to the fullest degree in the United States and abroad. Both have left nations struggling to find something better. The answer to this troublesome question is simple. No industrial policy is the best industrial policy. The classical liberals and libertarians have been arguing this since the days of Adam Smith2, yet for the most part have been repeatedly dismissed. Critics have claimed their theories were unrealistic, and few nations have ever actually tried a policy close to laissez faire capitalism, at least in our ~e n t u r y .~ If they had, there would not still be the quest for a better policy. It is time to look back on the previous mistakes and failures of government intervention. It is time to implement the best policy for the future success of our nation; it is time to abolish industrial policy.
INSTITUTIONALISM: MISGUIDED POLICY AND ECONOMIC FALLACY
Since the industrialization of the United States, institutional ideas and policies have grown more popular and have been applied to industrial policy making. Unfortunately, these policies have been reducing industrial success because they are all based on economic fallacy. Institutionalists believe that the markets will not grow without stimulation from government. Furthermore, they believe that industrial growth is dependent on government policy that makes working conditions better, increases employment, and renders industries more competitive. What institutionalists have not learned is that markets do better and industry is more competitive when left alone.
During the United States industrial revolution, the economy grew at astounding rates. All over the country factories and plants were erected and thousands of workers poured into the cities. With rapid industrialization, mass production and specialized labor methods abounded. There was little government regulation of industry so workers' productivity rose dramatically. Times were definitely not easy, but there was limitless room for prosperity, growth, and innovation. The United States was on its way to becoming the world leader in industrial production and this seemingly unstoppable growth benefitted virtually everyone. As industry grew, so did the standard of living More and more goods were available at less cost and in greater quantities. Finally, during the early 1920s American industry reached an apex. Wealth was everywhere, factories and mills were in the throes of production and people were living the "good life."
When in 1929 disaster struck with the stock market crash, the country faced the hardest the economic conditions it had ever known.4 It was then, the crucial time of industrial and economic policy formation, that institutionalism really took hold. Institutionalism was first foreshadowed by the rise of organized labor. Unions were created with the intention of ensuring better pay and working conditions. While leftists claim that labor unions at first helped many workers; 4. Thanks to left wing critics of capitalism, the Depression of the 1930s is widely seen as the Achilles Heel of the free enterprise system. In this view, endemic to the market is a boom and bust cycle; this decade was only the sharpest contraction in a long series of such phenomena, all of which are intrinsic to the system of laissez faire (socialism, in contrast, runs smoothly, with nary a glitch in its always onward and upward pattern). Lost amidst all of the bad publicity are two very different economic explanations. The first is from the "Chicago School," which sees the cause in the Federal Reserve Board's (a government institution!) decision to allow the money supply to decrease by roughly one third in a two year span at the beginning of the decade. See MILTON FRIEDMAN AND ANNA J. SCHWARTZ, A Monetary History of the United States, 1963 NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH. The second explanation is from the "Austrian School." See LUDWIG VON MISES, HUMAN ACTION (Regnery 1963) ; MURRAY N. ROTHBARD, AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION (Sheed and Ward 1975) ; and FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK, PRICES AND PRODUCTION (Routledge 1931) . Here the cause of the Depression in the 1930s was the Fed's inflationary expansion in the 1920s. This misallocated resources into areas of the economy that were impossible to sustain.
5. Even more radical interventionists claim that this process is a permanent one. But it is easy to see the fallacy of all such contentions, whether short or long run. Ultimately, what determines wages (and working conditions, which are merely a sort of non monetary pay) is productivity. You can't get blood out of a stone. If the workers don't produce it, the workers can't purchase it. So, the way to see the impact of organized employee labor is to ask its impact on productivity. And once the issue is put in this manner, the answer is clear. Unions lower productivity. What with strikes, jurisdictional disputes, slowdowns, negotiations, the effect of labor organizations is to divert the worker's focus on the job. Nor is the evidence for this particularly difficult to see. If unions are necessary for employee prosperity, why were there wage increases before the advent of unions (in the early 20th century)? How does one account for high salaries this was a policy that would come back to haunt and hinder industry in the future. As union power grew, especially in the early 1900s, industry began to suffer slow downs and limits never realized before. The growth of collective bargaining drove up wages to .unnatural levels creating higher costs of production.6 Today the power unions wield is painfully evident. Increased production costs have in turn given rise to higher costs of domestically produced goods which, especially with the growth and success of foreign produced goods, have hurt domestic industry. Our products have become less competitive with countries where unions and minimum wages (which is a primary focal point for unions) do not exist.' As was seen in the decline of the British industrial empire, unions contribute to inefficient allocation of resources and higher production costs. Institutionalists, nonetheless, fanatically pursue and support union growth.
Other institutional industrial plans have included protectionist policies, especially for new or large domestic industry. One of the earliest examples of this was in the steel industry. What was started as a temporary protective measure turned into irreversible protectionist policies shielding the industry from competition. This idea caught on with other industries as well. Institutional theory maintains that small and struggling industries can rebound and grow if protected from competition. By implementing policies such as tariffs and subsidies institutionalists are convinced they are strengthening our economy. On the contrary, all that these policies achieve is to make goods more expensive domestically-all for the continuation of inefficient firms.
Tariffs cause great harm.' When the United States places a tariff on foreign automobiles for example, their price of goes up. People can no longer purchase the originally cheaper car. When they buy one, be it American or foreign made, they pay more than they could have.9 
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Thus, consumers have less extra spending money to put toward investment or to the purchase of other goods which would stimulate our own domestic industrial demand. Tariffs simply prevent natural prices from occurring and result in higher costs.
Government subsidies to struggling businesses and industries are another way institutionalists believe the government can stimulate industrial growth.1° They contend that when large companies are struggling and/or facing bankruptcy, if the government provides a subsidy, the company will rebound and miraculously become productive again.ll In some cases this actually seems to happen as in the Chrysler bail-out.12 Unfortunately, this is a very risky and unnecessary policy to follow. Generally speaking, if an industry is on the verge of collapse or bankruptcy, it is for a reason; they are no longer able to ~0 m p e t e . l~ Instead of allowing the company to break down and the resources, both capital and human, to be reallocated to areas of more efficient production, subsidies keep it alive. It costs incredible amounts of money to maintain, and the chance of the treatment actually working is very slim. By stepping in where it is not supposed to, the government is preventing competitive forces from driving industry to new areas where it can grow and be more competitive.
Industrial policy in the United States consists of tightening government regulations and controls on business in the form of labor laws and other regulatory and standardizing legislation. With tighter regu- 12. Because there are no double-blind controlled experiments in economics, we will never know whether this firm would have survived in the absence of a bailout. Some, in any case, assume the worst possible scenario for our side of this debate. That is, let us posit that Chrysler Corporation would have gone bankrupt without the governmental guarantees, and that it now makes a positive contribution to our society. Does it then follow that allowing bureaucrats to "pick winners" will enhance our economic well being? Not at all. The issue is not, can the state ever pursue a rational and beneficial policy. Obviously it can. No one disputes this. Instead, the issue is, which institution, public or private is more likely to act in a reasonable manner. And here, the answer is clear. The market has it over the industrial czar any day of the week. The reason is simple. The market is blessed with an automatic positive feedback mechanism. When the entrepreneur does a good job in anticipating the consumer's desires, cutting costs, etc., he earns profits so he can expand his base of operation. When he fails, they lose money and are forced (in the absence of a bailout) into bankruptcy. In contrast, no such mechanism works in the public sector. If Robert Reich ever "picked a winner" correctly, it would be illegal for him to profit by it. Nor will he lose, personally, when he errs. 'Ihe only way to get him out of the box is to vote against the entire administration, (which conceivably, could be doing a good job on other issues and thus will be re-elected) and that can take up to four years.
~~
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Glendale Law Review lations and taxes on industry, there has been a rise of paper entreprene~ra1ism.l~ lnstitutionalists argue that this is due not to their policy, but to the lack of industrial adaptation to flexible-specialization techniques and innovation. Institutionalists claim that because of the structure and rigidity of the industrial mind, we are not open to true wealth increasing production techniques, such as theirs. Instead of adapting and innovating, these critics argue we are avoiding change with paper moving, asset changing, and number adjusting. Industry, they argue, is depending not on growth, but manipulation, for profit.15 There are two real answers to this charge. First, paper entrepreneurialism occurs because the government, once again, is involved in regulating industry. Since industries face tight regulations, high taxes, and have to compete for government subsidies, they are forced to try to manipulate figures and assets on paper in order to realize a greater profit (whether that is gain via a tax break or through a subsidy).16 Regardless, more and more energy is spent by industries to find ways of getting around regulations and taxes rather than on improving their product or production techniques. This misallocation of human resources is a waste. Nonetheless, it is not the result of lazy, stubborn, or uninnovative industry. It stems from controls on industry in the first place.
Second, much of what the analysts dismiss as unproductive or worse (speculating, being the middleman, insider trading,17 "unfriendly" corporate takeovers,ls etc.) are, to the contrary, highly productive. What Reich stubbornly refuses to recognize is that whenever a trade or a purchase or a sale takes place, it benefits both parties. And this applies to agriculture, automobiles, and other markets they regard as legitimate as well as to mere "paper pushing."" While con- trols have been more widely used throughout our modern history (especially in the past fifty years) we have either faced steady economic decline or have not grown as fast as we otherwise might have done. After the post-World War I1 and 1980s boom period, it is now utterly clear that a new industrial policy is needed because we are rapidly losing our position as an international industrial competitor. Institutionalists are once again turning toward the government to bail us out and get the economy growing. Their new policy is strikingly similar to the old -with a few variations. Let us consider a few.
Institutionalists now believe that people need more job security. To be fair to them, they accurately point out that industries are reluctant to train and pay for advanced training of employees since they fear losing workers to competitors.20 One suggestion is that if a company pays for an employee's training, the laborer must stay at that company for a minimum number of years or pay back the cost of training if he leaves before this time.21 But institutional solutions for industrial growth are always based on governmental action. Supporters argue that by forcing this kind of loyalty, trained employees will be more likely to stay at their job and be more interested in improving their skills and in making contributions to the industry.
While it is true that companies take part in making their employees more innovative and productive, they must not be forced to do so. If it is truly in the interest of the industry to offer training programs and worker incentives, they will employ such programs.22 Forcing training on smaller industries especially, could be more costly than they are worth. If a company can benefit from such a program, it will do so in any case without coercion from the government.
What of the claim that more job security is always preferable to less? This is yet another bit of economic illiteracy. Suppose everyone, each and every one of us, somehow all had total job security. This would appear to be the ideal for the institutionalists. If some is good, more is better. . . . But a moment's reflection will show that economic progress would grind to a total halt under any such scenario. For innovation means that old ways of doing things must be stopped in favor of A NEW LIBERTY (1973) the new, improved methods.23 But this cannot be reconciled with complete job security, particularly in archaic processes.24 Total security in the horse and buggy industry, for example, would have made it impossible to launch an automobile industry. We must always remember that one person's enhanced job security logically implies another's (the employer's) increased inflexibility.
Just because job security is not the be all and end all for the entire economy does not mean that some people do not value it highly. On the market, they are free to purchase this service, as they are free to contract for any goods and services they deem valuable. One way, perhaps, to attain this goal would be to purchase -from a private insurance company -an unemployment policy. An alternative would be to take the sort of cut in pay usually associated with civil service Another policy has to do with education. Flexible and innovative labor skills are a major key to industrial growth, argue many of the institutionalists.26 Who could deny this? Again, however, supporters of institutional policies look toward the government for a cure. They believe that if more money is spent on improving public elementary schools, high schools, and universities, our citizens will be more productive. They also maintain that today's public school system (and even private schools to a lesser extent) prepares our brightest students in a mass-production oriented way.27 Institutionalists argue for specialization and small scale, intricate production. In order to achieve 23. Joseph Schumpeter called this process the process of creative destruction. In order for new industries to be born, old industries must be allowed to die. Before resources can be shifted into growth industries, they must be shifted out of dying industries. 25. Although in recent years the pay for many civil service workers has actually become higher than that for comparable employees in the private, wealth-producing sector.
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this institutionalist claim, our schooling must improve and not funnel people into useless, mass-production oriented, rigid, mindless jobs. Government programs and increased government spending are the causes of these problems, not the solutions. In the modern era, most education is now under state control. Even the private sector is hemmed in by a welter of regulations. Education, like everything else, will only improve if it is allowed to be competitive. Pure free enterprise would force schools to offer better and more progressive educational opportunities in order to draw more students. This would force other schools to do the same. Educational competition would increase the skills of the citizens of this country and make them more flexible and better trained.
Another suggestion from the dirigiste economists is that industries should be forced to pay additional unemployment premiums if they downsize. Firms impose an external diseconomy, institutionalists argue, and should in this way be made to cease and desist from their antisocial activities. With a premium of this sort, if an employer cuts back and fires employees in mass numbers or does so frequently, he would be required to in essence provide unemployment insurance for the workers released.28 This policy assumes that with the threat of a premium for curtailing size, industries will be more likely to keep workers on, even in times of economic difficulty.
While at first glance this seems like a good idea for assuring job security, it spawns inefficiency and misallocation of human labor. Forcing industry to keep people on when it is not beneficial for them to do so will decrease competitiveness. A firm will not be allowed to operate at efficient levels if it has to employ people who are no longer needed. Further, the market already imposes this sort of sanction on business; therefore, any government rule in this regard is overkill. Suppose there were two firms, otherwise identical in terms of wages, working conditions, etc. Whenever business was poor, firm A fires workers summarily; firm B, more empathetic, decreases hours, imposes "holidays," shifts to part-time status, "carries" its staff on the books even when there is less than a full shift of work to do, and in every other way tries to shield its employees from the exigencies of the market. Which firm would you rather hired you? Obviously, B. But if many people want to work for B, and few for A, then B will be able to maintain a work force with lower wages than A. A, in contrast, will be "punished" by the free enterprise system, not by the government, for its unsupportive attitude.
MARXISM: AN INDUSTRIAL NIGHTMARE
Marxist industrial policy is virtually unheard of in the United States. It has never been attempted here for one good reason; it is a dead-end option. Marxist industrial policy, in the version criticized here is based on ultimate equality in everything. Marxist economists contend that capitalism is a progression to a worker rebellion which eventually leads to equally owned industries and government. In this situation, the government (supposedly the workers) dictates exactly what is to be produced by various industries as well as how it is to be produced and who gets it. To some, this seems like a fair enough method of doing things. Reality, however, is very different. Industry performs poorly under a government controlled environment. This is best explained at the outset by the concept of tragedy of the When industry is commonly owned, individuals do not have a personal stake in it. Since they will receive the same pay no matter how much work they do, they have no financial incentive to be productive, let alone innovative. The lack of personal investment or link to the industry is reflected in the attitudes and work ethic of the people. The industry remains stagnant, following the letter, not the spirit, of the five year plan. Resources in a Marxist economy are misallocated since economic calculation is impossible in the absence of private property rights and free prices. At most, people who see any benefit from this type of production are the governmental rulers since they can organize industry to meet their personal needs. Marxist industry collapses because of its poor allocation of resources and its inadequate ability to fulfill the needs and demands of the people.
This was clear for all the world to see in the recent collapse (1989) and failure of the former Soviet Republic. Industry simply cannot move forward or even survive under socialist s t r u c t u r e~.~~ Without the freedom to innovate and the lack of property, prices, and the competitive motivation necessary for efficient resource allocation, industry stagnates and becomes unproductive. The collapse of Marxism in the Soviet Union has left that country in chaos and poverty. Recovering from the damage of Marxist economics can sometimes be very slow and painful, as in the case of the former USSR.31 Conversion to capitalist, free market industrial policy (that is lack of policy) is the best direction these nations can take to become competitive and successful again. Implementing it may be difficult at first, but in the long run will be much more fruitful than Marxism.
NEO-CLASSICISM: No POLICY IS GOOD POLICY
The United States today faces very serious industrial and economic challenges. These issues can be addressed as they have been for so many years, with the institutional reliance on the government leading to further decline, or they can be confronted in an innovative and forward moving policy-the neoclassical abolition of industrial policy. If the government can keep its hands out of industry, we will once again32 become one of the most successful industrial powers in the world. How can the abolition of policy and unfettered free markets achieve this? Quite simply.
Markets are institutions that thrive and move people forward when left untouched. If we had no industrial policy, competition would allocate resources, both human and capital, to where they are most needed. New technology is being developed throughout the world that is simplifylng the production of goods and the communication between people. Presently it is being applied and more slowly than it should be in our government controlled, institutionalized economy. Unions, for example, prevent the installation of more efficient and modern technology because they are worried that it will cost people their jobs. Employment, however, will be created with the use of wrong side of the ledger -coupled with knowledge of prices in the relatively free countries, and of innovations in the west -on the right side. Had communism been the only system in force in the entire world -no Sears 
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Gfendafe Law Review new technology in fields of maintenance and programming. In addition the cost of production is reduced and people have more money to spend since goods cost less.
Some people are concerned that in a free market, industries that are small, struggling, or new will be crushed by the stronger, more established ones. This is disproven everyday by the survival of firms of different size. If economies of scale were so prevalent, there would be no small firms. (Not that this would be necessarily objectionable; it just happens to be the case.)
Opportunities abound for both workers and industries in a free market economy with no industrial policy at all. In the United States we have a farm policy, we have an employment policy, we have an educational policy, we have a welfare policy, and we have a housing policy. These are all areas of disarray. In contrast, where is our bubble gum policy? There is none. Where is our paper clip policy? Again, it is nonexistent. Happily, the United States government has not yet seen fit to adopt a computer As a result, there are simply no problems in these sectors of the economy. When was the last time anyone saw a newspaper article waxing eloquent about intractable problems in these areas? One never has and one never will, as long as laissez faire continues to apply.
Were we to reverse things, there is no doubt that matters would be different. Neo-Classical theory has been just that, a theory, for too long. We have seen the eventual decline of industrial progress under institutional industrial policy. The collapse of the Soviet Union is testament to the failure of Marxist industrial policy. Our next move can be either forward or backward. If we continue on our quasi-institutionally based path, surely we will slip even further behind. The time has now come for us to move forward, to reclaim our position. By relinquishing any and all industrial policy and opening up our markets, flexibility, mobility, and growth will be inevitable and unstoppable. 
